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Tokyo 2020 Shooting 
Competition
Questionnaire about shotgun 
ammunition
In order to ensure the smooth operation of the shooting events at the Tokyo 2020 Games, 
we would like to know about the shotgun ammunition that your team will be using for 
practice and competition. This questionnaire is intended to ask you about your current plans. 
We would be grateful for your cooperation to the extent possible, as your answers will help 
us to plan the Tokyo 2020 Games. Finally, please note that this is a demand survey, not a 
reservation.

Deadline: February 5th, 2021

!

* Required

Purchase of shotgun ammunition  8 and 8.5 cartridges
The 8 and 8.5 shot cartridges used for shotguns are not distributed in Japan, but we are preparing 
to purchase only RC4 CHAMPION ( 8 and  8.5 cartridges) for athletes who will be using them at the 
Tokyo 2020 Games. For this purpose, quantity estimation is necessary.

As a countermeasure for COVID-19, smooth operation is required so that the athlete can purchase 
ammunition smoothly in ASR. We would like to ask each team to understand the purpose of this 
project and to cooperate in the following questionnaire.

Notice:
-Please note that we do not sell the 8 and 8.5 cartridges except RC4 CHAMPION.

                 

" English (United States) #
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-In Japan, the maximum number of rounds that can be stored in an athlete's ammunition locker per 
athlete is 800 rounds in total. 
-Please state the actual quantity to be purchased by your team.

Nation / code of NOC (3 letter code) * 1.

Guatemala / GUA #

Please let us know how many rounds of RC4 CHAMPION (No. 8) that the 
athletes in your team plan to purchase.
(Legally, it is the individual athlete who will purchase ammunition. However, for 
the purpose of demand estimation, please answer the total number in your 
team.) * 

2.

0

25 rounds

50 rounds

75 rounds

100 rounds

150 rounds

200 rounds

250 rounds

more than 250 rounds

If you selected  "more than 250 rounds " in question No.2, please enter the 
quantity of RC4 CHAMPION (No. 8)  that the athletes in your team plan to 
purchase.

3.
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Enter your answer

Please let us know how many rounds of RC4 CHAMPION (No. 8.5) that the 
athletes in your team plan to purchase. 
(Legally, it is the individual athlete who will purchase ammunition. However, for 
the purpose of demand estimation, please answer the total number in your 
team.) * 

4.

0

25 rounds

50 rounds

75 rounds

100 rounds

150 rounds

200 rounds

250 rounds

more than 250 rounds

If you selected  "more than 250 rounds " in question No.4, please enter the 
quantity of RC4 CHAMPION (No. 8.5) that the athletes in your team plan to 
purchase.

5.

Enter your answer
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